
NIB associated agency Alphapointe, in 
Kansas City, Missouri, is expanding the 
SKILCRAFT® line of tactical pens with the 
introduction of two new multi-function 
writing instruments: the Luminator 
and the Defender. Like SKILCRAFT’s 
B3 Aviator pens, the Luminator and 
Defender are manufactured to meet 
exacting standards and perform in 
the most challenging environments. 
Specially designed to fit flight suit and 
military uniform pockets, all SKILCRAFT 
tactical pens feature a non-reflective 
finish on heavy-duty metal barrels for 
durability. All pens are TAA compliant.

The SKILCRAFT® Luminator LED Light Pen 
features a red LED light that illuminates 
as you write for use at night or in 
inclement weather. The pressurized filler 
writes in extreme cold or wet weather, in-
flight, and in zero-gravity conditions. The 
battery-operated refillable pen comes 
with one spare battery and one ink refill. 

With the SKILCRAFT® Defender Press-
Tip Pen users can write in inclement 
weather, make small repairs, or break 
glass. The Defender includes essential 
Phillips and flathead screwdrivers for 
quick repairs, and a cap that can be 
used to break glass up to 8mm thick. 
The press-tip writing mechanism with 
distinctive click-to-open-and-close 
writes upside down and in extreme 
cold or wet weather conditions.

The Luminator and Defender join 
SKILCRAFT’s B3 Aviator multi-function 
pens, which offer the convenience of 
a 0.5mm pencil with screw-top eraser 
and two-color ink pen in one writing 
instrument. The Triple Function pen 
includes a touch screen stylus. B3 Aviator 
pens provide a 2,000 foot write-out per 
ink color and the stylus on the triple-
function pen provides 10,000 swipes. B3 
Aviator pens are FOD and TAA compliant.

SKILCRAFT Expands Line  
of Tactical Pens

Luminator LED Light Pen 

NSN 7520-01-661-1669

The Defender Press-Tip Pen includes a 
glass-breaker and flat and Phillips-head 
screwdriver tips. 

NSN 7520-01-661-1668

The B3 Aviator Triple Function Pen 
includes a 0.5mm pencil, two-color ink 
pen, and touch screen stylus.

NSN 7520-01-646-1095 with Stylus Top
NSN 7520-01-655-9036 Black/Blue Ink
NSN 7520-01-564-9906 Black/Red Ink
NSN 7510-01-565-0621 Refill

Now available at  
AbilityOne.com, GSAAdvantage.gov, your local AbilityOne Base 
Supply CenterTM, or through AbilityOne authorized distributors.


